“Thank you. Here’s what you get in this short book...”
If this portfolio has one theme, it’s this:
Attention is valuable...
...and I’d hate to waste your attention by merely
showing off.
Anyone can blast you with examples of old
work. What matters is the thinking behind it.
Why did it get results? How can you do the
same?
These are answers I aim to give you in this short
presentation. So I also talk you through each of
the campaigns. It’s not a huge amount of detail;
just enough to show you my approach, and give
you ideas you can apply to your own business.
In case you don’t know me, here’s a bit of
background, real quick:

“Some of these results have been
staggering. One small business made
$30,000 in 3 days. Another quadrupled
their sales on the previous year. This
portfolio shows you how.”

• I apprenticed with Drayton Bird Associates - a direct marketing agency which
actually guarantees results. I began in 2011 and still work with them today.
• Everything in this book has produced a real return, either in sales or qualiOied
leads.
• Some of these results have been staggering. One small business made $30,000 in
3 days. Another quadrupled their sales on the previous year. Both campaigns
are featured here.
By the end of this book, you should know if I’m the sort of writer you’re interested
in working with. At the very least, you should come away with ideas to try
yourself.
Whatever you decide, I am grateful for your attention, and I hope you Oind this
useful. If you have any questions, please feel free to get in touch.
My email is alex@alexbusson.com
Yours,

Alex Busson
Writer, Creative Consultant, Shameless Attention-seeker

“$30,000 in 3 days”
Email is the most powerful weapon in your
marketing arsenal.
This is an intimate medium. You are writing from
one person to another. And people like dealing
with people - much more than businesses.
Yet most businesses do not take full advantage of
email’s personal touch. Consider how many
emails you get which look like Olyers.
These are easy to ignore, because
they look like mass-marketing
messages. Your reader instantly –
subconsciously – Olags it as
‘unimportant.’ A sale is lost.
A simple solution is to write emails which look
like emails. Same as I did here for Josef Rakich
Oitness.

Email 1:
Subject: [72hrs left] A full body workout in 30
minutes?
I don’t want to make this hard, < FIRST NAME >.
Because you can’t transform your body with oneoff marathon gym sessions.
Your new lifestyle must become a consistent
habit.
It starts by making exercise easy.
So I’ve put together a Complete Beginner’s
Guide to the gym for you, FREE.
It includes weight routines that strengthen your
entire body. Burns fat, too. And I’ve tested them
for you.
You can do these in well under an hour. Probably
30 minutes.
As you experience a result, you can gradually
raise your work-rate. Or not.
What matters is you’re consistent.
That’s how you make a change. And that’s what
this free guide - worth $47 - helps you do.
Interested?
All you have to do is try your 12-week Body
Transformation program risk-free today.
You see, this free guide is only effective once
your whole body is on your side.
That means getting your nutrition right, too.
It’s amazing how many people waste time at the
gym before doing this.
Trust me: when you combine exercise with the
right nutrition you will be blown away by the
changes. This is how you get exciting results.
And you don’t have to eat like a rabbit either.

Tell me the foods you don’t like - and the ones
you do. I put together a complete meal plan with
the exact foods to switch on your body’s fatburning engine.
How else could Manuel from Italy lose 29lbs in
12 weeks?
Or Hang Bui lose 24lbs?

The T-shirt and the beginner’s gym guide are
included, free.
And if you do claim a refund within 30 days, keep
these gifts as an apology. Your time is valuable. I
respect that.
One catch: If you’re ready to see a remarkable
difference in the mirror - wearing a brand new ltd.
edition T-shirt - you must act now.

Or Chandler McDaniel pile on 13lbs of muscle?
In 72 hours, I have to close this down.
The 12-week Body Transformation is built
entirely around YOUR body. That’s what makes it
startlingly different from all those bandwagon
diets and cookie-cutter workouts.

Best,

Josef
It’s straightforward, too.
Simply follow the plan I give you. You get the
perfect balance of proteins, fats and carbs.
If you’re invited out for pizza and beers, it’s no
big deal.

Long copy is consistently shown to beat short
copy. These emails used long copy, because
they linked to a short-copy page.
Email 2:

Replacing foods on this plan is simple enough.
I’ll show you what to do.

Subject: [48hrs left] You don’t have to pay
them for this...

Plus...
$100-an-hour...
>> Cardio routines - which burn fat a full 48
hours after you work out. Now your body’s
changing while you sleep.
>> Ab workouts to get you ripped, cobble-stone
abs. Or, if you’re a girl. a sleek, sexy stomach.

...and that’s a good price.
But once you hit the gym, 90% of a trainer’s work
is already done.
They’ve created the workouts.

>> My supplements exposed document - for
negotiating the minefield of dud pills. Never
waste another penny on supplements which
don’t pay back double in results.
And - for the next 72 hours only - get a
Limited Edition Josef Rakich Fitness T-shirt,
FREE.
This rare T-shirt is brilliant white and it’s worth
$50.
So please, don’t get the size you are now.
Get the size you want to be in 12 weeks.
If you put this plan to use, you will notice an
unbelievable change in that time. And this T-shirt
is worth good money. You’ll want it to fit properly.
Right now, this complete package is at a 50%
discount.
You only pay the usual $97 for your 12-week
Body Transformation journey.

They’ve told you what to eat.
It’s why you see so many of them asking clients
what they did over the weekend. Or talking about
their kids.
As far as your fitness is concerned, there’s not
much else to discuss.
You don’t have to pay for this though.
Not now $97 gets you a complete meal and
workout plan - built entirely around your
body...your goals.
All you have to do is follow it to get a result.
And if you have any questions or problems, get
in touch. The 12-week body transformation
comes with email support, too.
You see how Manuel from Italy lost 29lbs doing
this. And why he said this...

“I can’t stop to thank Josef Rakich and his team
enough. With their professionalism they made
me reach this result in 3 months designing every
month my personal meal plan and workouts, they
always replied to me mail answering any doubts,
always there to give me advice or just to push
me ahead...they’re the best!!!!”

Your height, age, gender.

There’s only one more thing I need to know.

>> Cardio routines - which burn fat a full 48
hours after you work out. Now your body’s
improving while you sleep.

I need to make sure you’re lifting properly and
warming up properly - and that you’re following a
proven plan at the gym.
So this time, you also get a free Beginner’s
Guide to the Gym - worth $47.
It covers all the essential groundwork before you
push open those glass doors. Including...
>> How to warm up so you never risk injury.
>> Mental training you must cover before
grabbing the barbell.
>> How to split your training so you fit a whole
body workout into your schedule.

You then get a customised meal and workout
plan - guaranteed to smash your fitness
frustrations and deliver a result.
Plus...

>> Ab workouts to get you ripped, cobble-stone
abs. Or, if you’re a girl. a sleek, sexy stomach.
>> My supplements exposed document - for
negotiating the minefield of dud pills. Never
waste another penny on supplements which
don’t pay back double in results.
If you don’t see a result from this in 30 days, you
don’t pay.
You also get a Limited Edition Josef Rackich
Fitness T-shirt in brilliant white.
We got these in the other day - and we’ll soon be
selling them for $50.

>> What to do before loading up heavy weights.
>> What to wear at the gym.
>> A simple training schedule you can follow
right now.
Too many people ignore this stuff. It’s why too
many give up.
Plus, get a complete video series of me doing
every lift with perfect form.
Stick these on your iPod. Take me to the gym
with you.
It’s as good as having me there as your own
personal trainer. Cheaper, too.

But I want you to have one free. As a thank you
for giving this program a try.
If you’re interested, please don’t delay. Stocks
are seriously limited - and I’ve been sending
these out by the crate-load already.
The T-shirt is yours, whether you claim a refund
or not. That’s how strongly I believe in this
program and what it can do for you.
So if you believe it, too, why delay another
second?
Get the complete 12-week Body Transformation
package.
Save thousands on a personal trainer.

Alejo Timinez lost 30lbs on this journey.
Get the free Beginner’s Gym Guide - worth $47.
Cam Irwin went from 185lbs to 163lbs
Cecilia Reveron lost 8lbs in her first 3 weeks.

Get your Limited Edition T-shirt, worth another
$50 - FREE.

The 12-week Body Transformation can do the
same for you. Because unlike most other
programs, it’s built entirely around how your body
works.

You only have 48 hours to accept.

I want to know everything that makes a
difference.

Josef

Best,

Email 3:
Subject: [24hrs left] But is your T-shirt still
here?

People read sentences, but think in images.
This is why stories are so powerful in selling.
They hold attention. They are remembered.

I can’t resist a free T-shirt, can you?
Especially a brilliant white, Limited Edition one
worth $50.
But what about a new body to wear under it?
Muscular arms that stretch tight against their
sleeves.
A smooth, sexy stomach if you’re a girl.
You only have 24 hours to get both.
And honestly, I’m not sure these T-shirts will last
the night.
Even I’m not allowed one. It’s why I look so
suspicious in this photo.

...DON’T get the size you are now.
Get the size you want to be.
Because I guarantee you will be miraculously
closer to that goal in just 30 days.
If you’re not, you don’t pay.
You can even keep the T-shirt as an apology.
Please, set your sights high. It won’t cost you
any more.
Hang Bui lost 24lbs doing this.
Manuel from Italy lost 29lbs - and got deep-cut 6pack abs.
Chandler McDaniel put on 13lbs of muscle.
There’s no reason you can’t achieve the same
results simply by following this plan.
The meals and workouts are designed entirely
around you. No one else. So you burn fat, build
muscle - or both - faster than with any program
elsewhere.
Tell me your age...
Your gender.
Your height.

I had to steal it while the warehouse guards
grabbed a coffee.
Supplies are running desperately low - and
they’re not coming back.
Safer to act now than to wait any longer.
But before you do, a quick tip.
If you’re finally ready to try my 12-week Body
Transformation Program...
...and grab your free T-shirt before stocks run
out...

I want to know everything that makes a
difference.
I even want to know when you can hit the gym
and what foods you dislike. The program works
around you.
But I need to make sure you get this right from
day 1.
So, for the next 24 hours, I’m also including a
Beginner’s Guide to the Gym. It shows you...
>> How to warm up so you never risk injury.
>> Mental training you must cover before
grabbing the barbell. This is so essential. If you
don’t believe me, just look at how many people
give up.

>> How to split your training so you fit a whole
body workout into your schedule.
>> What to do before loading up heavy weights.
>> What to wear at the gym.
>> A simple training schedule you can follow
right now.
Usually, this costs $47. You pay nothing.
You get $184 worth of stuff for only $97. 50% off.
But only if you act now.
Sadly, I have to close this offer in 24 hours. (If we
don’t run out of T-shirt’s first.)
Best,

Email 4:
Subject: Still buying clothes in sizes you
hate?
It’s why I’m giving you a FREE - limited edition Josef Rakich Fitness T-shirt worth $50.
Choose the size you’ve always wanted to wear.
I’ll make sure it fits.
You just have to try this now, without risk.
If you want to accept, please don’t delay. You
only have 12 hours left.
Tyler Kippe lost 20lbs on this jourmey.

Josef

Andrea Wong lost 16lbs.
Roman Filus lost 11lbs
All these results were achieved within 12 weeks.
Because this program is built entirely around
YOU. No one else.
After I know all about you and your goals, I
create a custom plan to end your fitness
frustrations.
Your body marches towards your specific goal 24 hours a day. That’s why results are so fast.
But I need to be certain you look terrific in this
new T-shirt. So I’m not taking any chances here.
You also get...
>> Cardio routines - which burn fat a full 48
hours after you work out. Now your body’s
changing while you sleep.
>> Ab workouts to get you ripped, cobble-stone
abs. Or, if you’re a girl. a sleek, sexy stomach.
>> My supplements exposed document - for
negotiating the minefield of dud pills. Never
waste another penny on supplements which
don’t pay back double in results.
Also, a free Beginner’s Guide to the Gym. Let
me explain why...
You see, when I first started at the gym, I was full
of beans. Couldn’t wait to get in and work out.
However...

All that energy and enthusiasm quickly vanished.
Why?
For the same reason most people give up on
their fitness goals.
Lack of direction.
You need to know exactly what you’re doing at
the gym and why.
Most people completely overlook this mental
training. It’s a shame.
Put these techniques to use and getting to the
gym becomes effortless. Automatic.
You do it almost without thinking.
This Body Transformation Plan gives you
everything you need to experience a startling
result in only 12 weeks.
(In fact, if you’re not thrilled with your reflection in
30 days time, you don’t even pay.)

One strong offer beats any
amount of fancy creative. These
emails mix a compelling promise
with a strong guarantee, and put
the reader on a time-limit.

But I can only hand you the plan.
It’s up to you to make it work.
That’s why you really must act now. Do it while
this essential training - and your limited edition tshirt - are thrown in free.
This complete beginner’s package is worth $184.
For the next 12 hours only, pay just $97. 50% off
the usual price.
You risk nothing by giving this a try.
Best,

Josef

These 4 emails alone pulled $30,000 in 3 days.
When you write emails this way, you should Oind
your open rates increase too.
People often assume your subject line has the
biggest impact on open rates. It doesn’t. What
matters most, by far, is who the email’s ‘From.’
• Is it a real person?
• Has the reader already been acquainted?
• Did they like the previous message?
These are the biggest questions a prospect asks
before deciding to open an email.
If your emails are written from ‘Info’ or ‘The Team,’
you are not getting as many opens as you could.
That is a guarantee.

“80% of new business closed in 5 days”
You will Oind email particularly useful if you sell
B2B.
Your prospect is far more likely to be on their email
account than, say, social media. And if you write
from a single person, you can provide a welcome
distraction from their daily boredom.
MIB are the UK’s leading B2B data agency. All our
emails are from the company founder, Nick
Boddington. Notice they are written in everyday
language – same as if he were talking to the
prospect face-to-face.
I wrote 20 emails for MIB’s autoresponder.
These 6irst 5 emails help close 80% of their new
business.

Email 1:
Subject: £20/lead from SAMPLE data - what
about yours?
“We made £2000 in 2 weeks on the sample test,” said
Daniel Rimmer.
“And we expect to make another £2000 by the end of
the month.”
It’s the same data you’re trying now.
“We tried other companies,” said Daniel.
“The numbers were out of date. Emails were out of
date.
“Sometimes the businesses weren’t even trading any
more!”
But that simply can't happen when you deal with us.
That's because our leads come from the same source
as BT’s directory. 118118 use it, too.

You can use testimonials to tell a
story. Not only does this hold
attention, it backs up your
claims with proof.

What's more we make 10,000 calls a day to keep your
data fresh. Plus 30,000-100,000 updates.
You also get the records in your inbox within the
hour. There’s no time for this data to degrade.
“The data was up-to-date. The email addresses were
correct. It worked. We didn’t get many bounce-backs
on our email campaigns.”
The accuracy of this data is 100% guaranteed. If any
contact on any record fails, you get a prompt
replacement free.
Daniel said he regained his trust in buying data.
I’m sure your sample will do the same for you.
So please call me on < PHONE > quick as possible.
For the next 5 days you get 1000 records for £200.
20p a lead.
If you do as well as Daniel, you’ll make a 1000%
return.
Kind regards,
Nick

Email 2:
Subject: [30% saving] How did it go, < NAME >?
Hi, < NAME >
Have you tried your sample data yet?

It often pays to get a link in early.
Some people will be ready to take
action. Why make them wait?

And if so, how did it go?
Well for the next 4 days I have an unusually good
offer for you.
1000 records for £200.
At 20p per lead, you slash almost 30% off the usual
price.
Hopefully you agree with Dave Watson of Mercedes
Benz who said this...
“We have achieved some fantastic results on data we
have purchased from mib. I have now been using them
as our main b2b supplier for the last 4 years, going
on 5.”

Email 3:
Subject: Dodge dud brokers’ forbidden fruit
Been stung by list brokers before? Then you already
know...
It’s not the cost of a lead that counts, is it? It’s the cost
of a CUSTOMER.

Because margins are only getting tighter, aren’t they?
To make your advertising pay, you must keep costs
down.

“If you get a cheap list then spend all kinds of
postage money to people who will never respond,
that’s dumb,” says Perry Marshall - author of the
Ultimate Guide to Google Adwords.

But when you buy data, you live and die on its
accuracy, too.

“Better to spend $2 per name and mail 500 letters to
targeted prospects.”

Even the hottest salesman goes stone cold with a
poorly maintained list. And neglected data degrades
an average 30% per year.

See, a lead typically costs 35p with us. Not the
cheapest. BUT...

No surprise then, our data usually costs more.
In the time it takes you to read this email, it will
receive 26-88 amendments. Constantly refreshed.
And its accuracy is guaranteed. If any record fails
you, let me know. I’ll see it’s immediately replaced,
free.

You can target by:

✓Industry
✓Post address
✓Annual turnover
✓Number of staff
✓What sort of premises they’re on
✓Job title

You see why Anthony Yousazai said this...

You cut huge chunks of expensive dead-weight - go
straight for the prospects most likely to buy.

“Very good quality of data - of the 400 records plus
99% were the right areas - I am very impressed.”

Your leads cost a little more. Your customers cost a lot
less.

Want more customers? Just say the word.

“MIB’s data quality outperformed other lists. One

Get more of these leads for 20p each.

area that stood out was the fact that they beat other

But only if you call me now on < PHONE >
You’ve no good reason to delay.

suppliers on the quantity of contacts they had based
around my chosen criteria,” said Karen Hitching
from Great Guns Marketing.

If you’ve tested your sample data, I expect you agree.
Kind regards,
Nick

And the accuracy of these records is guaranteed.
If any record fails to reach the right person in the right
company, you get an instant, free replacement.

And the accuracy of these records is guaranteed.
If any record fails to reach the right person in the right
company, you get an instant, free replacement.

Subject lines which arouse
the reader’s curiosity help
get you more opens.

Our list is from the same source as BT’s directory.
10,000 calls a day keep the data fresh. The entire list
of 1,682,382 UK businesses is fully updated every 9
months.

Email 4:

There is NO waste.

Simon Hunter never saw it coming.

Drayton Bird - a direct marketing expert - estimates
most other lists are over 30% inaccurate.

The leads seemed so cheap.

You might only pay 20p per lead. You look like a hero
for getting a terrific deal.

Subject: Fired!...For getting a “good deal” on data

But here's the sad part.
Simon lost his job because of this dead data.

But when your team keeps calling dud
numbers...Keeps getting rejected...that ‘great deal’
starts to sour.

But what did his broker lose?

“We have been buying data for 2 years now and have
been stung before, which caused us to lose a lot of
money,” said Simon Campbell - a marketing director.
Then he tried our data...

Nothing.

“We needed quality leads and an efficient service
which is what we received.”
Now, for only 3 more days...
...Pay just 20p per lead on the most accurate data
you will find anywhere.

You guessed it.

“It was disastrous,” he said.
Look: if your data fails to deliver, it’s your head on
the block.
39% of marketing directors change jobs every year.
23% of sales directors.
12% of MDs.

You save almost 30% on your advertising costs before
you even begin.

If your broker isn’t keeping up, you’re going to keep
calling the wrong people...

You pull in more customers for a lower price.

...Sending emails to dead inboxes...

If your test data produced the results I expect, now is
the time to scale your sales up fast.

...Paying postage on letters going nowhere.

So please call me on < PHONE > at your earliest
convenience.
Why not do it now?
Kind regards,

I don’t want that to happen to you.
So let me stick my neck on the line for you.
You still have 2 days to get the most accurate data
you’ll find anywhere for just 20p apiece.
That’s almost a 30% saving on the usual price.

Nick

But that’s not all.
The accuracy of this data is 100% guaranteed.
“It can be hard to find a data supplier whose data
lives up to their promises,” said Simon.
“This data supplier does. They are professional and
timely. If we have had an issue with the data then it
has been solved immediately.”
If any records are inaccurate, you get a free
replacement.

You reach the right people in the right businesses
without fail.
Each day, my team make anywhere from
30,000-100,000 amendments to these records.
Some other lists are over a year old.
Think what that means...
...Every DAY, their data is filled with up to 100,000
new errors.
It’s no wonder direct marketing expert Drayton Bird
says most lists are 30% inaccurate.
You can try these other lists...clench your hands
together and pray you haven’t made a mistake.

If there’s a common problem in
your industry, call it out. Most of
MIB’s readers are jaded. They’ve
been burned by data companies in
the past. These emails empathise
with the reader’s pain.

You can wait for our prices to rise.
But the cheapest, safest thing to do is to act now. Give
your team as many of these leads as they can handle.
You won’t regret it.
Please call < PHONE >.
Kind regards,
Nick

“A letter which got DOUBLE the average mailing response”
Everything I’ve written has been judged on one criteria.
‘Did it get a result?’
Did it get enough people to take action - sign up, or buy? The Oirst step, of course, is to get the
reader’s attention. However, that’s not enough in itself.
You need the reader’s favourable attention, so they’re reading with a view to accepting your
offer. Steve Harrison, one of my great advertising heroes, calls this ‘relevant abruption.’ You get
attention by either demonstrating or dramatising the #1 beneOit of your offer.
The next page shows a letter I wrote for an MBA student. She needed restaurant owners to take
part in a survey for her dissertation. The offer was extremely weak. There was almost no
beneOit to the reader. Only the satisfaction of helping this student earn her degree and, possibly,
a few money-making insights from her results.
To make matters worse, she needed their help in December. Not only is this their busiest
period, it is also the worst mailing month of the year. (You should only mail in December if you
are a charity.)
This letter had to get their immediate and favourable attention.

So it was written to Oit a single side of A4. It was then rolled up like a degree scroll and tied
together with a ribbon. A tag on the outside said: ‘Please help me get my degree. (It could help
your pro@its too.)
This is a dramatisation. The beneOit is expressed in a way that’s difOicult to ignore. According to
the Direct Marketing Association, today’s mail campaigns pull an average 4.4% response. This
scroll got almost 9% - a startling result.

A good example of relevant
abruption: This letter was
delivered as a diploma. It got
the reader’s relevant attention,
so they began reading with a
view to accepting the offer.

‘Relevant abruption’ also gives you an endless supply of new email ideas...
You just have to connect your product’s #1 beneOit to other elements from outside.
I Oind Facebook’s ‘trending’ bar is a bottomless pit of email ideas for our agency. Every time I
see this, I spot a new way to dramatise one of our offers. Here’s something I found on Ed
Sheeran:

And here’s an email I wrote from the news story:
Subject: Will you make it to Ed Sheeran’s
WWIII hideout?

Those emails are locked and loaded. Ready to @ire
whenever a new subscriber opts in.

Are you worried about World War 3 breaking out?

His investment keeps paying out - day after day.

Ed Sheeran isn’t.

What an impact it has on overall sales...

He’s off to New Zealand apparently.

Because a customer is worth FAR more than a
subscriber, < NAME >. Once they’ve bought from
you, they’re more likely to do it again.

“Where nobody will invade.”
But what about you?
What if you can’t go wherever you want whenever
you want? What if nuclear war comes and you’re
still scrambling for sales?

If WWIII is coming, you need to make money
hands-free.
And if you can’t belt out a tune like Edward, email
is the fastest way to do it.

Is there any hope?

Interested? Results are guaranteed.

Well just ask Josef Rakich (also from New
Zealand).

So please reply to this email.

He made $30,000 with only 3 of our emails.

Ed Sheeran might be right. And that means you
haven’t much time.

Barbutti, a Canadian menswear retailer,
QUADRUPLED their previous sale.

Best,

Our emails for MIB Business Data haul in 80% of
their business within the Oirst 5 days. And
remember: that’s an autoresponder.

Gerald

This technique is doubly effective, because people are interested in current affairs. You
should Oind your open rates increase too.

Here’s another I’ve written, this time using Jose
Mourinho’s sacking at Chelsea to sell email services.
These emails never fail to get more business
through the doors. The Jose Mourinho email alone
got 9 enquiries for creative work. It even got fan
mail.
...Fan mail. How important is that?
Well, not nearly as important as sales, of course. But
do remember your ‘From’ line. This has the biggest
impact on open rates. If people liked your previous
message, they are more likely to open your next
one. Sales improve over time.
Subject: How to cash in before Jose gets Vired
Who saw it coming?
Certainly not Mourinho.
6 months ago he was the most successful manager in
Chelsea's history.
Now he faces the boot from an angry Russian.
And a relegation battle.
And a court case.
But I can sympathise with poor Jose, can’t you?
One minute the whole Universe is on your side.
Then ...
... "CRASH!!!"
You're working 16-hour days and losing money faster than
Olaming bank truck.

So while they Olock to the newer, sexier solutions, you pick
their pockets with simpler, more powerful marketing.
It's dirt-cheap compared to the usual social media / content
guff you see.
And according to Adweek Magazine, email is 6X more effective
than social media.
Still, your competitors are none the wiser.
If you need a result fast, email is what you must focus on
before Christmas. Why?
Because December is the worst month to mail - unless you're
a charity.
And January is the best.
So why not spend Olat line December creating a proOit-pulling
series in your autoresponder? Ready for when the New Year
gravy-train rolls in.
We've discovered 3 email secrets which work every time.
Want to know what they are? Click here and book a FREE
30-minute consultation today.
I'll spill the beans, with no obligation for you to do anything
after.
But if you'd like Drayton, the young birds and me to have a
crack at it, you risk virtually nothing:
Results are guaranteed.
Look: you'll soon be opening your advent calendar.
You can faff around with complicated funnels while you
count down the days.
You can sweat through the holidays on another elaborate
scheme from a questionable expert.
Or tinker with a new VSL while your turkey gets cold.

Only one thing can stop the rot.

But why not prepare a series of proOit-pulling emails instead?

You need a big result. And you need it now.

Get ready to radically change your fortunes in 2016.

Sadly, I can't help Jose. But I can help you.

I only have 4 email elves at work. You really must act now if
you want this in your autoresponder - ready to launch before the new year.

Because we've found email is the fastest, easiest way to
transform your fortunes. Just load them up and press the
'start' button.

You cannot afford to wait.

A Oitness client did this with only 3 of our emails. By the end
of the week they were counting an extra $30,000 in
revenue. But it gets better ...

Just look at Jose. How long has he got?

Because clueless pundits are telling your competitors email
is DEAD.

Gerald

Best,

“Sales quadrupled on the previous year”
Barbutti are a Toronto-based menswear retailer.
They are a small outOit, and they cannot afford
marketing which Olops. Every year, they have us
write their ‘Boxing Week Sale’ emails.
In the crowded inbox, another ‘sale’ is easy to
ignore. However, Barbutti use their own unique
character and charm to keep the reader clicking.
These emails quadrupled the takings of their
previous year’s sale.

Subject: This Christmas sale is for your own
good
They all want you to do it…
…But I’m not going to let you.
I’m not – repeat, ‘not’ – having you dress badly this
Christmas.
That’s why I must offer you 20% off almost
everything here at Barbuti. You need this sale. You
really do.
Because the holiday pressure to dress badly
almost becomes too much…
“Go on, wear that snowman tie I bought you.”
“Why aren’t you wearing your @lashing Rudolph
sweater?”
“Be a sport, put on your party hat.”
…And, as much as I hate to say it, well-dressed men
everywhere will soon look like their Christmas
trees.
But not you. Not on my watch.
Now, until < date >, you get 20% off everything
except our basic range and accessories.
That means you can update your wardrobe with…
>> 20% off Hugo Boss
>> 20% off Paul and Shark
>> 20% off Alberto pants
>> 20% off Lacoste
>> 20% off Parajumper jackets
>> 20% off Jacob Cohen Jeans Gran Sasso
>> 20% off Robert Graham shirts
You’ve certainly enough to Oight off the dreaded
Christmas sweaters and neckties.
Just be sure to hurry. Please hurry.
Sale ends < date >
You haven’t much time to save yourself.
Best,
Joe

Subject: Save 20% – and your top button
Hang on to your top button.
Now, until < date >, you save 20% on almost
everything here at Barbuti – including the Alberto
pants range.
And, if I may be so bold, there’s a good chance
you’ll need them.
Yes, Alberto pants come in any style – jeans,
khakis, dress pants, chinos, pinstripes and even
slim-cut cords.
Yes, the marvelous breathable fabrics keep you
warm through winter and cool in the summer.
But most essential is the ‘comfort waistband’…
space to stretch, if you catch my drift.
Like it or not, the turkey dinner is coming, and
well-dressed men everywhere are about to go
“POP!”

Subject: After < closing date >, you’re stuck
with it
Frankly, I’m concerned about you.
Our ‘Please-God-Save-Yourself’ sale ends < date >.
After that, you’re stuck with the dreadful Santa tie
waiting under the Christmas tree.
When you open it, you’ve no excuse not to wear it.
You can’t even throw on a stunning new Paul and
Shark sweater to cover it up…
…Because you won’t have one.
Shame.

Not you, however. Not you.

Right now, you get 20% off almost all our fall/
winter clothes - perfect if you’ve something to
hide.

These pants let you walk away from the dinner
table with as much style as when you arrived.

Walk in and get 20% off…

And, as a thank you for supporting us this year,
you also get…
>> 20% off Hugo Boss
>> 20% off Paul and Shark
>> 20% off Alberto pants
>> 20% off Lacoste
>> 20% off Parajumper jackets
>> 20% off Jacob Cohen Jeans Gran Sasso
>> 20% off Robert Graham shirts
You get the idea. It’s a 20%-off sale.
One that includes everything except our basic
range and accessories.

>> Hugo Boss
>> Paul and Shark
>> Alberto pants
>> Lacoste
>> Parajumper jackets
>> Jacob Cohen Jeans Gran Sasso
>> Robert Graham shirts
I’m a well-dressed man like you. I know this is a
difOicult time of year.
So this sale is a special ‘thank you’ for all your
support through 2014.
But if you want to save 20%, you must come to
Barbuti now.

Just mention this email when you arrive so I can
knock down your price.

You only have until < date >

Oh, and please don’t delay.

After that, I’m afraid you’re on your own.

This sale ends < date >.

Best,

Why not come down and choose your stylish
Christmas-dinner pants now?

Joe

Best,
Joe

Can you build a brand with direct marketing?
Yes. In fact, Barbutti are an excellent example of how you
can use email to strengthen a brand, because they have such
a distinct tone-of-voice.
I write direct response advertising, and not brand
advertising. However, good direct response copy isn’t
divorced from the brand. It should always sound right for the
business - while enticing the reader’s action.
This is what separates terriOic copy from the competent.
Apsley, for instance, are a bespoke tailoring service on
London’s Pall Mall.
They are a different kind of shop to Barbutti, so it’s right
they have a different voice. Here’s an email I wrote for
Apsley.
Notice it sounds like a tailor talking.

Email 1:
[39% off] Duncan Bannatyne agrees…you’ll
never go back to the rack
You may suspect Mr. Bannatyne’s tailor costs more
than you’re willing to pay.
However, it would be my pleasure to measure you
for a Oine-tailored suit - like his - at a 39% saving.
Should you accept before < DATE >, you pay only
£649.
What’s more, I promise you a Oinished article
which looks and feels like nothing you’ve worn off
the rack.
Same as my dear client Duncan Bannatyne OBE,
your satisfaction is guaranteed.
“I have had a relationship with Apsley for about 2
years now. The service is always great. They know
you…look after you. It’s just great to know you’re
getting what you want.”
- Duncan Bannatyne OBE, Entrepreneur, Dragon’s
Den panelist
Have you ever experienced the feel of such a suit?
Fine English fabric….Cut precisely to your shape
and posture…from 12 separate measurements…
…That @inished look you see amongst all men of
stature.
Although impeccably dressed, Mr. Bannatyne is
also an astute businessman.
Apsley is where he comes to look his best –
without the added expense of Savile Row.
Peak behind our doors. Since 1889, we’ve
undergone the exact processes you’d expect to see
with any Savile Row Tailor.
And you have the same wide array of choices, too.
Choose from over 40 colours - including blues,
blacks, greys, greens and dazzling pinstripes.
Cut from English, Scottish, Italian cloths…or
dozens more, sourced from the farthest reaches of
the globe.
Naturally, the measurements are entirely your
own.

Now, you too can enjoy the sophistication and
respect that follows any gentleman wearing an
impeccably measured suit. At a price you’d
normally associate with high-end department
store brands.

If it’s high-time you wore a tailored suit - at £431
less than my usual cost – please pay me a visit at
your earliest convenience.

It is difOicult to explain what a tailor-made suit can
do for you. How it changes the way you carry
yourself in business and social gatherings.

And please, do not feel any obligation to buy right
away.

As I often tell customers getting measured for the
Oirst time.
“You will only know the feeling once I’ve placed
the Oinal stitch.”
Duncan Bannatyne plainly agrees. As does Graham
Wall…
“The stitching and detail is amazing. When you
stated in June 2013 "trust me Mr. Wall" I did
and I am proud and confident when I walk into
a boardroom or presentation wearing my
Apsley tailored suits and shirts.”
Graham Wall - Canada
Now I’m asking you to trust me.
£649 gives you something even the most
expensive store brands cannot deliver.
For a price you’d never Oind on Savile Row. (Where
the same bespoke service you enjoy here at Apsley
costs 4…even 5 times more.)
Indeed, the only downside to accepting my rare
offer is you will never switch back to one-size-Oitsall suits again.
That’s why I also place you in my record of client
measurements, dating back to 1889. Alongside Mr.
Bannatyne and Mr. Wall.
Gentlemen who cannot afford to be seen looking
anything other than their best.
“Their tailoring, their service and what they
provide me is unique,” said Mr. Gopichand Hinduja,
Co Chairman of the Hinduja Group.
“I have been a customer of all the big brands…
Apsley provides quality and service that is much
higher. “
Mr. Hinduja is an old customer of mine. So I feel
obsessively driven to prove him right.

Our address is < ADDRESS >.

Let me show you the material samples Oirst.
See for yourself, this is as Oine a suit as you’ll Oind
anywhere on Savile Row…
…At a price you certainly would not associate with
the tailors who occupy it.
However, please hurry.
Offer ends < DATE >
Yours,
< NAME >
P.S. You’ll Oind our store situated on < ADDRESS >
Please do not feel afraid to pop in for a quick chat.
It would be my pleasure to show you the fabric
samples I have available for your Oine-tailored suit.
And if you do go ahead, your satisfaction is assured
for just £649. A 39% saving off the usual price.
I guarantee you a suit which commands such a
presence, you won’t dare go back to the rack again.

“Direct debit payments increased 84% in 10 months”
Success with direct mail is still possible today - perhaps more so - because it often pays
to go against the masses. Warren Buffett has a similar approach to investing.
Digital marketing is important, yes, but there is also a blood-thirsty contest for
attention. Meanwhile, people aren’t getting so much mail nowadays. The simple act of
sending a letter could be enough to get them reading. .
Provided you’ve written it properly, you could also pay less for a customer.
We still use direct mail extensively, and the reason is simple: It works.
It has even helped build a business in the vetinary industry.
Our agency teamed up with Easy Direct Debits, a new business offering direct debit
services to vets. As it happens, this Oilled a colossal gap in the market.
Vets need a way to take direct debits from customers on their preventative healthcare
programs.
Meanwhile, the market was virtually monopolised by one large competitor.
Our offer was two-fold:
1. You can save up to 30% on your direct debit fees.
2. You’re also enrolled onto a marketing service. This gets more people paying into
your monthly pet-care programs, free.
I wrote the following letter (see next page) to vets, inviting them to join the scheme.
This didn’t need a great deal of creativity. The offer was, frankly, a no-brainer.
However, it still walks the reader through every possible beneOit for taking action with proof.

How to get 84% more people paying in to your preventa5ve healthcare plan and
remove your direct debit pain (whilst cu<ng your fees by 30%)

It sounds unbelievable, but only because you’ve been ge4ng such a raw deal.
So if you want to earn 292% more… expanding your healthcare programme as much as 84%,
serving your very best clients who keep coming back… without having to get bogged down in the
niEy griEy of markeFng…
…and you want to keep 30% more of your Direct Debit income… AND get that money 14x faster
than you are now…
...this is the most important le.er you’ll read all year. All you need to do is call 01202 315 333.
You will instantly cut your direct debit fees for good by switching to my team at Easy Direct Debits.
You pay just 35p per transacFon, plus 1% of its value.
But wait unFl you hear how I can aﬀord to charge up to 30% less…
I will increase the number of people paying in. Guaranteed.
Using a system I’ve devised – with one of the world’s foremost markeFng experts – I expect to
grow your healthcare program 12%...26%... perhaps even 84%.... In a maEer of months.
And there’s nothing to buy either. The risk is all on me.
ü You stop pulling your hair out, trying to be a full-Fme marketer on top of all

your other jobs.

ü You stop paying exorbitant direct debit fees, as Denplan swallows every

other opFon you have.

ü You get to relax and enjoy the work you love most. Helping more pet

owners who are loyal to your pracFce. (Earning almost 3x more as a
result.)

So if you agree this is a win/win deal for us both, please call 01202 315 333 now.
If you’re sFll not convinced, read on. Let me tell you how it all began.
Is the vet world about to implode?
My name is Cliﬀ Lay.
I run ProacFve, a markeFng ﬁrm that – among other things - designs, produces, stocks and sends
mailings. Thousands at a Fme. Not only that, we measure results, manage delivery data and keep
bringing our clients more money for a smaller investment.

It’s a sort of “hands-free markeFng machine.”
As you can imagine, business-owners love it. You can literally sFck someone on the phone taking
the orders we bring in. You expand faster. Work less. Focus 100% on what makes you happy.
However, I never expected a vet to knock on my door. Let alone 2 in one month.
At ﬁrst, I thought it was a coincidence. Then more showed up. And more. So many, in fact, that we
now have a completely vet-focused division of the business – Vet Success – which has helped over
150 independent pracFce owners and managers in the last 7 years.
As the vets kept coming, I began to noFce a paEern.
Vets had a problem which ran far deeper than marke;ng alone.
There’s an Earth-shaking shiA taking place in the industry. Forcing you
to work harder for less money.
As you well know…
•
•
•

Since 2000, the number of vet pracFces has doubled. Meanwhile, the number of pets has
stayed the same.
Corporate vets are aggressively expanding, pushing out small pracFce owners with lower
prices.
As Denplan swallows Animal Healthcare, it seems there’s nowhere else to go. You must pay
their ridiculous fees on the direct debits you’ve earned.

Now, as vets slowly accept these dangers as “the way things are,” it seems vet care as we know it
could be about to implode.
At this rate, there’ll just be a handful of big corporate pracFces. A bit like Tesco, Sainsbury’s and
Asda.
Although we’ve never met, I’ll make one assumpFon about you…
You don’t want veterinary care to become all about price, treated like grocery shopping with no loyalty to anyone.
Something has to be done.
This new Direct Debit scheme is your ﬁrst step
It’s set up especially for vets. No one else. You keep running your pracFce on your own terms.
You get a fair deal, too.

Not only do you pay 20%, 30% or even 59% less than you would with other providers. You can take
the money a4er just 3 days. You’re also paid in a way that’s convenient to you. For instance:
ü Want to reduce your admin team’s workload? Group your payment collecFons on one day

of the month, or two. Or any combinaFon. The system is completely ﬂexible.

ü Want to take your ﬁrst month’s direct debit payments immediately by card? We can do

that, too. You take as many months’ payments upfront as you choose.

ü Give clients the choice to pay monthly or annually.
ü Or set up a bespoke plan with new clients. It’s easy. It’s instant.

Any problems, just call. You have your own personal agent who takes your call and deals with you
personally. No more “please hold – your call is important to us”, followed by a lengthy wait – or no
response at all. Problems are now solved in minutes.
It’s a no-brainer for you. Though I have to admit, it’s not a very proﬁtable business for me. UnFl I
had another idea.
Why not use our “hands-free marke5ng machine” to drama5cally increase the
number of people signing up to pay you by Direct Debit?
Think about it. You get to focus 100% on doing your job.
My revenue goes up as more customers repeatedly walk through your doors. And you take more of
the proﬁts, too. It seemed like such a brilliant idea, neither you nor I could possibly lose. However, I
needed to be certain this would work.
That’s when I recruited one of the world’s most experienced and respected marke;ng experts as a
business partner. The only person for the job.
< PHOTO OF DRAYTON >
Meet Drayton Bird.
Drayton has been in marketing 56 years. His agency makes the jaw-droppingly bold promise:
“Results, or you don’t pay.”
And the late David Ogilvy – one of the greatest advertising men of the 20th Century – said this:
“Drayton Bird knows more about direct marke;ng than anyone in the world.”
- David Ogilvy, Founder, Ogilvy and Mather Adver;sing
‘Direct markeFng,’ in case you’re unsure, concerns talking to people one-to-one. By email or
through the mail, for example.

It’s ideal for pracFces like yours who, in ﬁghFng oﬀ cold corporate clinics, must develop a personal
relaFonship with the customer. When you do this, the results are unbelievable – as I will show you
in a moment.
Drayton Bird is paid up to £10,000 per job for this sort of work. £1,500 an hour for consultancy.
Long-term clients include The Royal Mint, Hargreaves Lansdown and Pruden;al Assurance.
Call 01202 315 333. Accept my Direct Debit oﬀer, and Drayton helps grow your
prac5ce free
One thing you cannot deny about markeFng:
It’s another full-Fme job on its own. Becoming a professional with Drayton’s competence takes
years of training. Decades of on-the-job experience. Much the same as being a vet.
This is obvious the moment Drayton handles your markeFng for you. To give you some idea:
One pracFce enrolled 16 months aqer starFng their preventaFve healthcare
plan. We grew their direct debit payments 26%...
…Another got started within their ﬁrst 6 months. Their business grew 84%
over the following 10 months…
And let’s not forget.
These are your REPEAT customers.
As I’ve now discovered, each one is worth 2.92x more than your average one-time visitor.
So you’re paying LESS for Direct Debits…and ge<ng MORE of them…and you’re
earning more from each one
Here’s an example. Even I couldn’t believe this.
The ﬁrst pracFce I menFoned promoted microchips to their preventaFve healthcare scheme clients
under our vet markeFng program. They sold 7x more microchips compared to the same Fme the
year before (and this was way before any upliq due to compulsory microchipping). The second
pracFce sold 3x more.
Meanwhile, nearby chariFes were giving away microchips for free!
See: when you call 01202 315 333 you stop competing with corporate vets on price.
Their beat-you-Fl-it-hurts deals are now meaningless. Instead, you simplify your life with smarter,
hands-free markeFng. Printed, packaged and sent to all the relevant addresses without you liqing a

ﬁnger.
All we ask is you pay the material costs – print & postage - of your campaigns and send us your
data. We do the rest – including ﬁxing all those liEle data niggles that stop you doing eﬀecFve
markeFng on your own.
Your free markeFng service lasts 3 months. That’s £2,991 + VAT worth of experFse, focused on
growing YOUR preventaFve healthcare programme. Those 3 months are so proﬁtable and easy for
you, you’ll never want to go back to “the way things were.”
There’s no catch.
You get three months of marke5ng exper5se for free. And if you’d like we can con5nue
marke5ng your healthcare plan for a small fee.
However, you’re under no obligaFon to conFnue.
At the end of those 3 months, you can cancel for any reason. Or no reason at all.
All I ask is you stay on the direct debit plan at least 2 years. With your very own personal agent –
and savings of 20%, 30% or even close to 60% - there’s no reason not to.
So why not call 01202 315 333 now?
Join the pracFces who are ge4ng more pet owners showing up more oqen. And keep more of the
money, too. The risk is all on me.
You’re busy, I know…
But delaying this decision is NOT going to save you 5me
Delaying adds hours to your schedule every week and leaves you poorer in the long run.
You keep losing unfair porFons of your income through direct debit charges.
You keep following the veterinary herd. Tossing and turning as corporate vets
engulf small pracFces.
You keep working harder for less money. Stressing over jobs that can be done for
you. By a recognised expert. Hands-free. No charge.
As it gets harder to compete, your potenFal gains are only ge4ng smaller.
So please do yourself a favour. Do this now. Even the slightest hesitaFon could mean the diﬀerence
of thousands to you. Here’s the proof:

Success loves speed
Remember I told you one pracFce started with us aqer 16 months? Meanwhile another got started
in 5?
Well here’s what’s fascinaFng about fast-movers. PracFce B earned over £10,000 more during the
ﬁrst 12 months of running their plan. Simply because they got people paying in quicker.
Now, the lifeFme value of the new clients we generated for PracFce B totals £29,046.
Look: most vets are making do with 10% -15% subscrip;ons. Are you one of them?
If so, 85%-90% of your customers are easy pickings for the corporate predators.
If working with Drayton teaches you anything, it’s this:
You do NOT have to be another price war vic5m
You can practically double your preventative healthcare subscriptions - and quickly.
When you do this, your income rises. Seasonal variaFons disappear. With a larger chunk of
guaranteed revenue every month, you could even expand. Drayton and I look at every aspect of
your pracFce to see where the opportuniFes are:
ü The potenFal upsells and cross-sells that ethically pull more value from everyone who walks

through your doors
ü How your staﬀ take calls – and how they can be trained to retain more customers
ü Systems and best pracFces so you can market to your clients quickly and cost-eﬀecFvely…
removing the blocks that have stopped you in the past
Then, with your approval, Drayton writes your sales copy.

A master of persuasion, his words have meant the diﬀerence of millions for businesses like
American Express, Mercedes Benz and The Reader’s Digest. Your leEers are printed, packaged and
sent by my team at Vet Success. Results measured. The lot.
You don’t have to do a thing.
Except you really must act now. In the spirit of helping all my clients enjoy successful, stress-free
pracFces, I cannot do this kind of markeFng for 2 vets operaFng in the same area.
If you’re not in regular contact with your customers, you can bet someone else will be. So why not
call 01202 315 333 and take advantage of this risk-free oﬀer right now?
Act now and you also get 1,000 leaﬂets – designed and printed FREE
(worth £834)

Start saving with Easy Direct Debits now and you also get 1,000 leaﬂets courtesy of my print ﬁrm
ProacFve.
Designed in the style of your pracFce, these sell new customers on the beneﬁts of your
preventaFve healthcare plan. Usually, you’d pay £834 for this service alone. Yet it’s yours –
absolutely free.
So to sum up. When you call 01202 315 333, you get…
ü More of your direct debit takings, with savings of around 30%
ü Faster, more convenient payments. Get the money however, whenever you choose –3 days

aqer it’s collected

ü Up to 84% more pet-owners, spending 292% more EACH
ü More Fme – now you never waste your energy on tedious markeFng ever again
ü Less stress. Laugh at the corporate vets’ ridiculous deals, while a stream of leEers and

emails are sent on your behalf, bringing people back again and again

ü £834 worth of free design & print work

Can you think of any reason to put this off a moment longer?
Can you think of any reason not to give it a try?
There’s no risk or out-of-pocket expense. So please, call 01202 315 333 now.
Yours,
Cliff Lay
Founder, Vet Success
CEO, Easy Direct Debits
P.S. Customers who aren’t loyal to you are persuaded by one thing: PRICE.
As corporate vets aggressively expand, now is the Fme to grow your preventaFve health care plan.
The longer you wait, the less you stand to gain.
So please call 01202 315 333 now.
Start by slashing your direct debit payments by around 30%.
Then use the free markeFng service I’ve arranged to boost your direct debit income by 26% or even
84%

The letter worked and 97% of vets who saw the demonstration joined Easy Direct Debits.
But we also promised to grow their direct debit payments, which meant writing to the vets’
clients too. The big idea behind these mailings was to write, not to the owner, but the pet.
Animals cannot speak, of course.
There is emotional pain in this. Pet-owners can’t be sure if their friend is suffering. It’s a good
reason to enroll them onto preventative healthcare. Again, writing to the animal dramatised
the problem for the owner. It got attention, and helped move people to action.

Now. £15 microchip means you’ll always find home
Dear Fido.
You couldn’t get microchipped in your great-granddad’s day. If lost,
only his ID collar could help him return home.
And no matter how brave he was, he’d never keep his collar from
dognappers.
Well, if your owner calls XXXXXXXXX, they can book you in for a
microchip. And if they hurry, they’ll only pay £15.
Then you can run around and play knowing there’s a permanent,
secure method of being traced home.
Vets, kennels, animal charities and the police, all carry scanners.
With one bleep they’ll see your owner’s name, address and contact
numbers. Isn’t that comforting?
Realising you chased that rabbit too far, or crawled under the garden
fence is a scary feeling. But studies have shown, dogs without
microchips only found home 21.9% of the time. Meanwhile, dogs
with microchips found home 52.2% of the time.
And most of the others failed to make it back, simply because
owners hadn’t updated their information on the doggy database.

FREE dental checkup, could give you 2 more years
Dear Pluto.
Are you struggling to tell your owner about a toothache?
Have them bring you to any St George’s surgery. If they call
XXXXXXXX, they can book you in for a FREE dental checkup.
And if they bring the voucher below, they’ll get 20% off any work
you may need.
80% of dogs, and 70% of cats show signs of oral disease by age 3.
Yet owners often don’t know when their pet is in distress.
With your FREE dental checkup, you won’t suffer in silence. We’ll
catch any problems early, helping you avoid serious dental disease
and tooth loss.
This also prevents bacteria entering your bloodstream, and spreading
to important organs such as the heart and kidneys. It has been
proven, keeping a healthy mouth can add 2 years to your life. That’s
14 dog years.

Our database says you don’t have a microchip. So please, remind
your owner to book your appointment now.

And even if you arrive with a perfect smile, we’ll give your owner
information on treatments and diet, to help you keep it that way.
Won’t they feel better knowing you’re happy?

You’ve nothing to worry about. The chip is slightly longer than a
grain of rice. It hurts no more than a standard vaccination.

Get them to call XXXXXXXXX and book your FREE checkup now.

And I’m sure your owner will be delighted to pay just £15. They’ll
know you’ll always be home, wagging your tail when they get back.
Get them to call us now, on XXXXXXXX.
From your Caring Veterinary Friend

From your Caring Veterinary Friend

Live up to 28 years longer as a gentleman dog
Dear Fido.
Are you developing an eye for the ladies… and your owner’s leg?
Please, release them for a moment, so they can call XXXXXXXX and book
you in for a neutering appointment. At your age, it’s crucial we carry this
out as soon as possible. If not, you’ll start competing to be top of the pack
(in your case that’s your family).
Your owner will despair as you urine mark the home.
They’ll worry as you become more aggressive - not just around other dogs,
but people too.
And they’ll panic, watching you try and roam in search of non-spayed
bitches.
Even the most well behaved non-neutered males go bonkers around females.
Dogs have hopped gates, busted through fences, and powered away from
their owner’s grasp.
It’s embarrassing in parks, but tragic on streets. Non-neutered males are
often the ones who are hit by cars. And the longer you leave this procedure,
the more difficult it is to reverse such behaviour. In fact, we’ve found
hounds and terriers are almost impossible to train if neutered too late.
There are health benefits to having this done early too. Your risk of
testicular cancer will vanish. You’ll also be at a significantly lower risk
testosterone related illnesses, including prostate cancer. Neutered dogs live
2-4 years longer on average. That’s 14 – 28 dog years!
Urge your owner to call XXXXXXXX and book your neutering
appointment now.
There’s nothing to worry about. This is one of the most common procedures.
After a few days you’ll begin the laid back lifestyle of a gentleman dog.
From your Caring Veterinary Friend

The vets’ marketing scheme was a tremendous success. One practice grew their direct debits
84% in 10 months.
Another sold 7 times more microchips.
Want to do the same?
You can start now without paying a penny.
Let me hand you a free marketing plan template. The same one used by every client in this
book.
Send an email to alex@alexbusson.com
You already know your business inside-out. So Oill in the boxes. This
helps you see it from a potential customer’s perspective. You uncover
hidden opportunities you hadn’t noticed before.
What’s more, you have an invaluable document for brieOing anyone on your marketing.

